
The cost of healthcare is rising in the United States. Costs have jumped by 30% since 2015, and 68% 
of patients failed to pay medical balances in full in 2016. This number could reach 95% by 2020. 

Let our team work your claims with the best-available tools the collections industry has to offer. 
Turbo Debt Recovery exceeds the national liquidity rate in healthcare collections of 12-19% and 
often collects in excess of 21%. Our compassionate and friendly approach leads to a better 
outcome for you and your patients. 

Hiring an outstanding debt collection company is necessary in today’s business climate:

“The stakes are higher, the dollars are bigger and therefore, (you) simply can’t afford to 
not be good at this.” 
— Jim Lazarus, managing director at Advisory Board Co., a hospital consulting company.

We have a proven track record in consumer and commercial collections. We pride ourselves on 
our three industry differentiators:

EFFICIENT
 »  We collect in 60-90 days what others collect in 12-24 months.
 »  Our client portal provides 24-7 real-time access, and you can talk to your representative          
  on the phone. We rely on state-of-the-art-technology that results in greater returns for            
  our clients.
 »  Letters and calls are made within 24 hours of placement.

RESPONSIVE
 »  Turbo Debt Recovery is fully insured, and follows the latest regulatory and compliance    
  standards (IRS 1075, PCI, HIPAA, FDCPA, etc). 
 »  We understand how to work with a debtor when they’re facing personal issues or    
  financial struggles.
 »  Turbo Debt Recvoery is a zero-complaint company with no sanctions, fines or suits on its   
  record. We hold ourselves to high standards to meet yours.

PROVEN RESULTS
 »  Turbo Debt Recovery exceeds the national liquidity rate of 12-19% and often collects in    
  excess of 22%. When an account is placed with Turbo Debt Recovery, our clients know that   
  these accounts will be worked quickly and yield higher results than our competitors! 
 »  We have collected in excess of $20mm+.
 »  If we don’t collect, you don’t pay.

At Turbo Debt Recovery, our mission is to be the most efficient and transparent debt collection 
agency while conducting the process in a professional, firm and polite manner. You focus on your 
patients, while we turn our attention to recovering your balances as quickly as possible. With our 
custom-tailored recovery process, our team has outranks our competition year after year.

HEALTHCARE RECOVERY

Are you attempting to collect from patients who avoid paying their remaining balances in full?          
Let Turbo Debt Recovery cut through the runaround and collect your outstanding receivables.


